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Abstract: Stess in laser cladding coating is an important factor

affecting the safe operation of remanufacturing components.
Ultrasonic testing has become a hot direction in nondestructive
evaluation of stress, because it has the advantages of safety,
non-destructive and on-line detection. This paper provides a
review of ultrasonic testing for stress in remanufacturing laser
cladding coating. It summarizes the recent research outcomes on
ultrasonic testing for stress, analyzes mechanism of ultrasonic
testing for stress. Remanufacturing laser cladding coating shows
typical anisotropic behaviors, the ultrasonic testing signal in
laser cladding coating is influenced by many complex factors,
such as microstructure, defect, temperature and surface
roughness, etc. At present, ultrasonic testing for stress in laser
cladding coating can only be done roughly. The paper discusses
active mechanism of micro / macro factors to the reliability of
stress measurement and the impact of stress measurement to the
quality and safety of remanufacturing components. Base on the
discussion, the paper proposes strategies for acquisition of
nondestructive, rapid and accurate measurement of stress in
remanufacturing laser cladding coating.
Keywords: remanufacture • laser cladding forming • stress •
ultrasonic testing • complex factors coupling
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Remanufacturing engineering[1-2] takes advanced
surface engineering as measures, takes high efficiency,
energy saving, environment protecting as rule, takes the
upgrade of the performance of worn products as goal, and it
is the generic terms of repairmen techniques for worn
products. Because it meets the necessity of society
development, lots of basic science problems about
remanufacturing engineering attract lots of attention, and
how to evaluate the quality of remanufacturing products is
the key for remanufacturing products, it can not only
enhance confidence and protect life security of users, but
also affect the application of remanufacturing engineering.
Laser cladding[3] has become one of the important means
of green remanufacturing for old products, due to its
technological advantages. In the process of laser cladding,
high energy laser beam is used as the moving heat source,
by rapid heating, melting and cooling, extreme
non-equilibrium conditions which can’t be achieved by
conventional methods are provided for material processing,
so that the forming parts have excellent comprehensive
performance. Laser cladding has become an advanced
technology in remanufacturing engineering[4]. Because of
the uneven heating in the process of laser cladding and the
difference of thermal expansion coefficient among different
compositions in laser cladding coating, the stress
distribution in laser cladding coating is complicated[5-6].
Stress[7-9] has become a key factor affecting the service
performance and service life of remanufacturing
mechanical parts. With the development of laser cladding
remanufacturing technology, stress evaluation of
remanufacturing coating becomes more and more important.
The key issues in this field have shifted from the study of
the apparent problems of quality and performance of
remanufacturing products to the deep-seated problems of
high quality and reliability assurance. At present, the stress
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testing methods[10] can be divided into two categories:
destructive methods[11] (small hole method, stripping layer
me thod, r ing cor e method) and nondestru ctive
methods[12-16](ray diffraction method, magnetic memory
method, optical method and ultrasonic method), Although
these methods can realize stress measurement, there are
some problems which can’t be ignored, for example, the
destructive methods destroy the integrity of the component
structure and can only realize the sampling testing, The
X-ray diffraction method is harmful to the health of
operator. The optical method has high requirements for the
detection environment and can’t be detected on-line. The
magnetic memory method has limitations (only
ferromagnetic materials can be detected). Ultrasonic
method[17-18] has many advantages, such as wide detection
range, safe, nondestructive and on-line detection. Therefore,
it has become a hot research direction in stress
nondestructive testing.
The author and his team explored the theories and
methods of life prediction and quality assessment of
remanufacturing parts, which supported by the national 973
project, “life prediction of remanufacturing parts and
service safety verification of remanufacturing products”(No.
2011CB013405). After further thinking, we found that the
primary problem to ensure the service reliability of laser
cladding remanufacturing components is not to grasp the
change law of lifetime during its service, but to evaluate
and control the residual stress and initial defects of laser
cladding coating. The evaluation of the residual stress and
initial defects can provide guidance for the optimization of
laser cladding process, so as to improve the service safety
of such remanufacturing components. On this basis, the
change law of lifetime of laser cladding remanufacturing
components is discussed, which provides the basis for the
realization of multi-life cycles of components.
At present, the theory and technology of nondestructive
evaluation of defects in laser cladding coating are mature,
but the nondestructive evaluation of stress in laser cladding
coating is still in the “experience” and “rough” level, and
the related theory and experimental research are not perfect
yet. In view of the advantages of ultrasonic method in stress
nondestructive testing, this paper introduces the theory and
method of ultrasonic testing for stress in laser cladding
coating, the interaction mechanism between anisotropic
microstructure and ultrasonic testing signal.

2 Basic Theory of Ultrasonic Testing for Stress
The method for stress testing by ultrasonic wave is based
on acoustoelasticity theory and nonlinear ultrasonic

theory[19]. The application of acoustoelasticity theory is
based on the establishment of a series of assumptions, such
as: objects have the characteristics of continuity and
uniformity, objects are hyperelastic, microvariations of
ultrasonic wave are superimposed on the finite deformation
of the objects, and the deformation process is isentropic,
and so on. Nonlinear ultrasonic testing for stress is based
on the nonlinear characteristics of ultrasonic waves
propagating in a solid medium (under stress).
2.1 Acoustoelasticity Theory
In 1953, D.S.Hughes and J.L.Kelly proposed the early
expressions of stress and ultrasonic velocity in isotropic
solids based on the finite deformation theory, which laid the
foundation of acoustoelasticity theory[20-21]. Since 1960s,
The acoustoelasticity effect has been continuously
improved by R A Toupin, B Bernstein, R N Thurston[22-24],
et al.
In
summary,
the
existing
expressions
for
acoustoelasticity equations of isotropic solids are as
follows[20]:
equation (1): the direction of longitudinal wave
propagation is parallel to the stress direction(v111 is the
velocity of longitudinal wave):


2
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 v111
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equation (2): the direction of longitudinal wave
propagation is perpendicular to the stress direction(v113 is
the velocity of longitudinal wave):
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equation (3): the direction of transverse wave
propagation and the
direction
of polarization is
parallel and perpendicular to the stress direction
respectively (v131 is the velocity of transverse wave):
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equation (4): the direction of transverse wave
propagation and the
direction of polarization is
perpendicular to the stress direction (v132 is the velocity
of transverse wave):
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2
equation (5): the direction of transverse wave
propagation and the
direction of polarization is
perpendicular and parallel to the stress direction
respectively (v133 is the velocity of transverse wave):
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equation (6): Longitudinal wave under static pressure
(v111 is the velocity of Longitudinal wave):
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equation (7): wave under static pressure (v131 is the
velocity of transverse wave):
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aluminum was observed by Hikata at metal laboratory of
Brown University[30].
The laser cladding coating with residual stress has
nonlinear characteristics of solids, when the ultrasonic
wave propagates, the nonlinear characteristics of laser
cladding coating can be characterized by nonlinear
phenomena
of
ultrasonic
propagation.
When
one-dimensional longitudinal wave propagates through a
nonlinear medium, in the case of small strain, the equation
of longitudinal wave’s motion can be written as[31-32]

 2  2u

where vijk first subscript i is the propagation direction of the
ultrasonic wave, second subscript j is the polarization direction of
the ultrasonic wave, third subscript k is the direction of uniaxial
stress,  is the density of isotropic solid,  is the stress
in isotropic solid, K0 is bulk modulus , 、u is secondorder elastic constants, m、n、l is third-order elastic

constants.
Remanufacturing laser cladding coating is usually an
anisotropic structure, in the preparation of the coating, the
material will undergo elastic-plastic deformation,
acoustoelasticity theory
that
consistent
with
the
deformation perfectly needs to be developed further. Some
universities and scientific research institutions in the United
States, Japan and Britain have carried out a series of related
studies and achieved some significant results since 1980s.
in 1981,G C Johson[25-26] deduced the acoustic elastic
formula under elastoplastic condition based on the
elastic-plastic continuum model of Green. elastic strain,
plastic strain, principal stretch ratio and strength hardening
parameters are included in the formula, these complex
parameters can be determined by elastoplastic experiment,
so it is difficult for the formula to be popularized and
applied in practice. In the same year, Okada[27]derived the
acoustic elastic formula for weakly orthotropic materials
under the assumption of nonlinear elastic constitutive
relation of anisotropic materials. In 1985, Yih-HsingPao[28]
deduced the acoustic elastic formula in the orthotropic
medium with initial stress. The above research results are
beneficial to the acoustoelasticity theory in anisotropic
materials under elastic-plastic deformation, but most of
these researches remain at the theoretical level and are far
from practical application.
2.2 Nonlinear Acoustoelasticity Theory
As early as 1755, Euler proposed the concept of
nonlinear acoustics, Lagrange, Strokes and Rayleigh
Studied nonlinear acoustic theory[29]. In 1960s, researchers
began to study nonlinear acoustic phenomena in solids. In
1963, the phenomenon of harmonic propagation in

E 2 t 2
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where  is the density of nonlinear medium, E is
elastic modulus, u is the displacement in the x direction,
 ,  are called two order and three order nonlinear
coefficients respectively. They are related to the two, three
and four order elastic constants of the materials
respectively.
Since the equation (8) has no general analytic solution,
the perturbation method is adopted by domestic and
overseas scholars to obtain its approximate solution. The
perturbation method is mainly to expand the required
parameter in power series, here u(x,t) is expanded by the
power of x, finally, simplification and consolidation
according to the same power of x，get the solution of the
equation (8)[33-34].
u ( x, t )  A1 cos(kx  t ) 





8

k 2 A12 x cos 2(kx  t ) 

(9)

k A x[cos 3(kx  t )  3cos(kx  t )]
24
where  is circular frequency, k is wave number, A1 is the
3

3
1

amplitude of fundamental wave, A2=


8

k 2 A12 x is the



k 3 A13 x is the
24
amplitude of the third harmonic. Therefore, the expressions
for the second-order and third-order nonlinear coefficients
are as follows

amplitude of the second harmonic, A3=



8 A2
k 2 A12 x



24 A3
k 3 A13 x

（10）
（11）

It can be seen from the formula (10) and (11) that the amplitude
of the two harmonic(A2) and that the amplitude of the three
depend
on
the
nonlinear
parameter
harmonic(A3)
 ,  respectively. This two parameters indicate the characteristics
of materials related to stress. Therefore, if the  ,  can be
measured, the stress state of the material can be estimated. Since
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the symmetry of the three order elastic constants in laser
cladding coating, the shear wave does not produce harmonic Transmitting
components in surface waves, so the description of the nonlinear transducer
coefficients for longitudinal wave is also applicable to surface
wave.

3 Ultrasonic Testing for Stress in Laser
Cladding Coating
Ultrasonic testing has become a hot direction in
nondestructive evaluation of stress, because it has the
advantages of safety, non-destructive and on-line
detection. Remanufacturing laser cladding coating shows
typical anisotropic behaviors, the ultrasonic testing signal
in laser cladding coating is influenced by many complex
factors. At present, the nondestructive evaluation of stress
in laser cladding coating can only be done roughly.
3.1 Ultrasonic Testing Methods for Stress

The main methods for testing stress based on
acoustoelasticity theory include: the use of the relationship
between ultrasonic velocity and stress; ultrasonic
attenuation degree and stress; incident angle of Rayleigh
wave and stress; echo power spectrum and stress; the
interaction of acoustic beams and stress, and the
relationship between ultrasonic velocity and stress is the
focus of current research[35]. The excitation waveforms used
to measure stress in laser cladding coating include Rayleigh
wave, critical refraction longitudinal wave or two wave
combinations.
A classical stress measurement system based on the
relationship between Rayleigh wave velocity and stress is
shown in Fig 1[36]. It mainly consists of Panametrics-NDT
5800PR ultrasonic pulse transmitting and receiving
instrument, TDS5000B oscilloscope (highest sampling
frequency is 2.5GHz) and Rayleigh wave transducers with
frequency of 5MHz(an transmitting transducer and a
receiving transducer).In the experiment, in order to ensure
the coupling between the tranducer and the sample is stable,
the contact between them is elastic, a simple device is used
to fix the Rayleigh wave transducer to the detected area to
collect data (the distance between the tranducers is 20mm).
Because the Rayleigh wave velocity is inconvenient to
measure, and the propagation time of Rayleigh wave can be
measured directly, so the velocity is converted into the
change rate of propagation time within a certain distance.

Ultrasonic pulse
Transmitting and
receiving instrument
Receiving
transducer

Data acquisition
device
Digital oscilloscope

Computer
Signal processing
and analysis
Fig. 1 A classical ultrasonic testing system for stress in laser
cladding coating

The research on stress testing based on nonlinear
ultrasonic theory is still few at home and abroad. In 2009,
Chaki and others[37] analyzed the stress value of prestressed
steel strand by using nonlinear ultrasonic guided wave
technique, and discussed the sensitivity of different modes
of guided wave to stress. In 2010, Liu[38] used nonlinear
Rayleigh wave to test the residual stress in the aluminum
alloy plate produced by shot peening. It was found that the
stress values were in one-to-one correspondence with the
nonlinear coefficients. The above researches on ultrasonic
testing for stress in heterogeneous materials have strong
novelty and reference significance, but what can’t be
ignored is that most of the researches remain at the level of
experimental observation, and lack of deep theoretical
analysis.
3.2 The Influence Mechanism of Micro Factors on
Ultrasonic Testing for Stress

Remanufacturing laser cladding coating is usually an
anisotropic structure, Fig. 2[36] shows the SEM micrograph
of Fe314 laser cladding coating, It can be seen from Fig. 2
that its interior is obviously dendritic. Because the laser
cladding sample was prepared by means of multilayer and
multipass lap cladding , so there is obvious interface
between two layers in the laser cladding coating. the
growth direction of dendrite in single layer is basically
identical, which is perpendicular to the interface between
two layers approximately. The continuity of dendrite
growth in the adjacent laser cladding layer is interrupted by
interface between two layers, and the growth direction is
slightly different. The adjacent cladding layers are bonded
together by metallurgical bonding, which ensures the
continuity of dendrite growth in the inner layer and the
strength of interlayer bonding. Fig.3[39] shows the
SEM micrograph of Fe55Cr20Ni10B2Si2 laser cladding
coating, inclusions and microcracks at their boundaries can
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be seen from Fig.3.

·5·

(13)

Where vij , v ji is the velocity of SH wave propagating in
the surface ij,

Dendrite

Interface between two layers

300m
Fig. 2

SEM micrograph of Fe314 laser cladding coating
microcrack
Inclusion

200m
Fig.3 SEM micrograph of Fe55Cr20Ni10B2Si2 laser cladding
coating

How micro factors such as textures, inclusions and
defects in the laser cladding coating affect the stress testing
results based on ultrasonic wave. Experimental studies have
been carried out by related universities and research
institutions. In 1983, King[40] used the oblique incidence
horizontal polarization shear wave (SH wave) to achieve
the measurement of plane stress state under weak
orthogonality conditions. This method separated texture
effect and stress effect effectively. It is assumed that the
principal stress coincides with the material symmetry axis,
and the acoustoelasticity equation in the plane stress state
is:

SH 23  SH13 c55  c44

cos 2    ( )(T22  T11 )
SH 0
c44

(12)

Where SHij is the velocity of SH wave propagating in the
surface ij, SH0 is the average velocity of two kinds of SH
wave, c44 , c55 are the elastic constants of the material,  ( )
is the elastic constant at different angles,T22, T11 are the
principal stresses.
In 1984, Thompson[41]adopted plane SH wave
propagating in vertical direction to separate texture effect
and stress effect, the expression presented is:

 ii ,  jj

are the principal stresses.

In 1984, Allen and Sayeres[42] used the method of
combining focused P-wave and S-wave birefringence to
separate tissue effects, the method was validated by
measuring the residual stress at the crack tip. In 1992,
Rokhlin[43] proposed GAO technology, using two kinds of
transverse wave and one kind of longitudinal wave, the
relation between the polarization angle of transverse wave
and stress was established. In 2002, the residual stress in
butt welded plate was measured by using the critical
refraction longitudinal wave in the French Mechanical
Industry Technology Center[44], the effect of microstructure
in the heat affected zone and weld zone on the test results
was considered, the results were in good agreement with
the small bore method. In 2015, the author's research
group[36] used Rayleigh wave to test the stress in laser
cladding coating, and analyzed the effect of the anisotropic
microstructure on the testing results combining with the
theory of elastic-plastic deformation. the expression
presented is:
 v1  v10
 0  k1 1  k2 2  1
 v1
(14)

0
 v2  v2  k   k   
2 1
1 2
2
 v20
0

Where vi , vi is the velocity of Rayleigh wave propagating
in laser cladding coating under the condition of in stress
and no stress respectively, k1, k2 is the acoustic elastic
coefficient of laser cladding coating in two directions
perpendicular to each other respectively, 1 ,  2 is tissue
effect factor in two directions perpendicular to each other
respectively.
Fig. 4 shows when the stress is zero, the Rayleigh wave
signal propagates in a fixed acoustic path in different
testing positions of Fe314 laser cladding coating. Fig. 5
shows the results of stress testing before and after removal
of the tissue effect. It can be seen that the method proposed
by the author's research group can improve the reliability of
the testing results effectively. The above researches have
greatly promoted the development of ultrasonic
nondestructive testing for stress in anisotropic materials,
and have strong reference significance, however, there is
some blindness in exploring the method of separating tissue
effects, without combining the ultrasonic propagation
theory with material microstructure, the influence
mechanism of tissue effects on ultrasonic testing for stress
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in anisotropic materials isn’t analyzed in depth, and a
convincing explanation isn’t given for the separation of
tissue effects.

Amplitude/mv

Position 1
Position 2
Position 3
Position 4

Time/s

Fig.4 Rayleigh wave signals of laser cladding Fe314 alloy
coating responding to the zero stress

Testing result/MPa

Actual loading value
Without considering tissue effect
Considering tissue effect

the error. Modern signal processing
improve the reliability and accuracy
result to a certain extent.[50-51] Fig.6
Rayleigh wave signal propagating in

technology can
of stress testing
(a) and (b) are
a fixed acoustic

path in Fe314 laser cladding coating under 34MPa and

230MPa tensile stress respectively[52]. It can be seen
from Fig. 6 that the acquired Rayleigh wave signals
contain a lot of noise. Evaluate the stress of laser
cladding coating based on Rayleigh wave, the
extraction of acoustic time delay is the key technology.
Fig.7(a) shows the acoustic time delay analysis result
based on correlation method. Fig.7(b) is the acoustic
time delay analysis result based on complex cepstrum
method proposed by the author's research group. As can
be seen from Fig.7, the signal-to-noise ratio of
correlation analysis result is low, the time delay peak is
very close to the surrounding interference signal, so it
is not easy to locate accurately. The signal-to-noise
ratio of complex cepstrum analysis result is relatively
high, the time delay peak is very sharp, and it is
convenient for accurate positioning (the time difference
between two signals is only 20 sampling points (8ns)).

Tensile stress/MPa

(a)

How macro factors such as Temperature, probe
coupling mode, coupling layer thickness, surface
roughness affect the stress testing results based on
ultrasonic wave. Currently, the most influential methods
in this respet include: 1) explore the influence of macro
factors on stress testing results through tentative
experiments, and propose methods for correcting errors
[45-47]
. 2) improve the accuracy of testing characteristic
parameters. (such as ultrasonic signal propagation
speed, amplitude, etc.) in ultrasonic testing for stress
experiments[48-49]. Explore the methods for correcting
errors through tentative experiments, once the testing
object and experimental condition change, many
experiments are needed to find the method to correct

Sampling signal s1(n)

(b)
Amplitude/v

3.3 The Influence Mechanism of Macro Factors on
Ultrasonic Testing for Stress

Amplitude/v

Fig.5 Stress testing results of Fe314 laser cladding coating

Sampling signal s2(n)

Fig.6 Time-domain map of sampling signal
tensile stress (b) under 230 MPa tensile stress

(a) under 34MPa
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(a)

Sampling signal point

(b)

factors such as environment, instrument and personnel is
maintained, and the influence mechanism of micro factors
on testing signal is studied; Secondly, in view of the same
laser cladding sample (to ensure the consistency of micro
factors), the change law of stress testing result is studied
when the macro factor changes; Then, the coupling effect
of macro and micro factors is considered. The micro and
macro factors related to stress testing are extracted by data
mining, and the coupling effect of multiple factors in
ultrasonic stress tesing are proved by orthogonal and
uniform experiments; Finally, the multiple factors coupling
analysis results are used as input samples of Support Vector
Machine(SVM), Prediction model of optimum testing
method based on multidimensional analysis and
multi-source information is established to realize
nondestructive, fast and reliable testing for the stress in
remanufacturing laser cladding coating.
4.1

Sampling signal point

Fig.7 Contrast of acoustic time delay analysis result (a)
correlation analysis result (b) complex cepstrum analysis result

To sum up, there are still many basic scientific problems
unsolved in the field of ultrasonic nondestructive testing for
stress in laser cladding coating. Summarized as follows: 1)
the interaction mechanism of anisotropic laser cladding
coating and ultrasonic is not clear; 2)The effect of laser
cladding coating and the substrate "combination" , "sound
transmission" on stress testing result remaining to be
studied; 3) The essential principle for separation of tissue
effects in anisotropic materials is not given; 4) The stress
testing for anisotropic materials based on nonlinear
ultrasonic
lack in profound theoretical analysis.
The
preliminary research of author's research group showed
some basic scientific problems in the field of ultrasonic
stress testing can be solved by using relevant technologies.

4

Strategies for Solving Related Problems

To solve the technical bottleneck problems in ultrasonic
testing for stress in laser cladding coating, researches should
grasp the principal contradiction and decompose the
complex problems. The factors that affect the reliability of
ultrasonic testing for stress in laser cladding coating are
classified into two categories: micro and macro. The
influences of micro factors and macro factors can be
stripped. Firstly, by changing the laser cladding process,
specimens with different microstructure and stress state are
prepared. In the process of testing, the stability of macro

·7·

Get Full-Effective Information of Acoustic Field

Compared with the experimental research, numerical
simulation is more flexible and convenient in model
making, parameter selection and variation, and data
processing of simulation results. It can highlight some
details which are not easily observed in the experiment.
The numerical simulation technology of ultrasonic testing
with the objective of acoustic field analysis and flaw echo
prediction has developed rapidly in recent years, Its
applications include: 1) scattering and echo prediction of
different types of flaws[53-55]; 2) ultrasonic propagation and
acoustic field analysis in isotropic and anisotropic
materials[56-58]; 3) ultrasonic imaging simulation[59-60]. It
has not been found that other scholars have carried out the
research of ultrasonic nondestructive testing for stress in
anisotropic materials by means of numerical simulation.
The author's research group using ANSYS/LS-DYNA
Finite Element Method(FEM)[61], got the acoustic elastic
curve of Rayleigh wave in aluminum alloy (as shown in
Fig.8) through the implicit and explicit solution. The red
point is the data collected during static load test, and the
experimental results are in good agreement with the
numerical simulation results. Fig. 9 is the Rayleigh wave
signal in aluminum alloy under different stress. Therefore,
it is more convenient to obtain the intrinsic relationship
between the velocity of ultrasonic signal and stress in
material by using FEM. In addition, the influence of
anisotropic laser cladding coating on the propagation
behaviors of ultrasonic beam was analyzed by the author's
research group. The propagation behaviors of ultrasonic
beam in the laser cladding Fe314 alloy coating were
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investigated with the help of Rayleigh integral combined
with pencil method. Fig10 – Fig.14 are part of the
numerical simulation results[62]. Fig.10 shows the grain
orientation angle in laser cladding coating and the
coordinate system direction. Fig.11 shows when
longitudinal wave vertical incidence, the grain orientation
angle is 300, the numerical simulation results of ultrasonic
field distribution in the xoz section of Fe314 laser
cladding remanufacturing specimen (the white line in
Fig.11 is the joint surface of laser cladding coating and
the substrate). The results show that the grain orientation
can affects the propagation behavior of acoustic beam in
the anisotropic laser cladding coating, when the grain
orientation angle is 300, the propagation direction of
vertical incidence longitudinal beam will steer. Fig.12
shows the vertical incident wave propagation principle in
Fe314 laser cladding coating, it can be seen from Fig.12 ,
the grain orientation angle is 300, , the slowness surface
of longitudinal wave in the laser cladding coating is not
an ideal circle, so the direction of group velocity (the
normal vector direction of slowness surface) is
inconsistent with that of phase velocity (the direction of
refraction longitudinal wave beam) , the longitudinal
wave beam will steer. As shown in Fig.13, under the
same conditions, the oblique incidence transverse beam
not only steer but also splits into two shear beams with
different propagation velocities. Fig.14 is the echo of flaw
in Fe314 laser cladding remanufacturing specimen
(numerical simulation and test results are in good
agreement). Thus, theoretical analysis, numerical
simulation and experimental detection can be verified
mutually, numerical simulation technology can be more
intuitive to analyze the propagation behaviors of
ultrasonic in anisotropic materials, and realize
“transparency” and “detail” for the acquisition of
ultrasonic field information in the process of ultrasonic
testing for stress.

Fig.9
Rayleigh wave signals in aluminum alloy under
different stress

o
y

x

q

z

Fig.10 Grain orientation angle  q and orientation of coordinate
system
x/mm

z/mm
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Fig.11 Radiated ultrasonic field of longitudinal wave probe
Fe314 laser cladding remanufacturing specimen
Incident beam
Interface

Plexiglass
Laser cladding
coating

o

Normal vector direction

o

o

Refracted beam
o

o

Slowness surface of
SH wave
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Fig.8 Relationship between propagation time difference of
Rayleigh wave and tensile stress
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Fig.12 schematic diagram of vertical incidence longitudinal wave
propagation in Fe314 laser cladding coating
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Fig.13 Radiated ultrasonic field of transverse wave probe in
Fe314 laser cladding remanufacturing specimen
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Testing result
Simulation result

Time/s

Fig.14 Simulation and testing results of flaw echo signal in
Fe314 laser cladding remanufacturing specimen

4.2

Technology Roadmap

To realize nondestructive, fast and reliable testing for the
stress in remanufacturing laser cladding coating, draw up the
technology roadmap shown in figure 15.
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Conclusions

Laser cladding, due to its technological advantages, has
become one of the important means of green
remanufacturing for old products. But practice shows that
stress in laser cladding coating is one of the key factors
that affecting the service performance and life cycle of
remanufacturing parts. In order to realize nondestructive,
fast and reliable testing for the stress in remanufacturing
laser cladding coating, the ultrasonic non-destructive
testing technology was adopted. This paper discusses
active mechanism of micro / macro factors to the
reliability of stress measurement and the impact of stress
measurement to the quality and safety of remanufacturing
components. Strategies for acquisition of nondestructive,
rapid and accurate measurement of stress in
remanufacturing laser cladding coating are proposed in
this paper. Based on the review, the paper summarizes
conclusions:
(1) Master the influence law and mechanism of stress in
laser cladding coating on ultrasonic testing signal, which is
the basis and key to evaluate the stress in laser cladding
coating. The transient dynamics and viscoelastic absorbing
boundary techniques[63-64] can be introduced into the finite
element analysis technique for ultrasonic testing for stress
in laser cladding coating , the full-effective information of
ultrasonic field in testing for stress in laser cladding coating
can be collected through the finite element postprocessing.
The relationship between stress and characteristic
parameters of ultrasonic signal can be refined by using data
mining technology, so as to grasp the influence rules and
mechanism of stress in laser cladding coating on the
ultrasonic signal.
(2) Clarify the mechanism of texture, inclusion, defect
and other micro factors affecting the result of ultrasonic
testing for stress in laser cladding coating, and weaken or
separate its influence effectively, which is the key to
improve the reliability of ultrasonic testing for stress. The
theoretical model of ultrasonic propagation is established
by using semi-analytical method. The full-effective
information of ultrasonic field in testing for stress in laser
cladding coating can be obtained through numerical
simulation. The stress testing methods of "insulation" and
"sensitive" to tissue effect are selected by cluster analysis
and threshold setting, the corresponding methods are
extended to experimental observation stage further,
combined with elastic-plastic deformation and nonlinear
dynamics theory, the essential principle of separating or
weakening the tissue effect can be clarified.
(3) To build a prediction model of optimum testing
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method based on multidimensional analysis and
multi-source information is the key to realize
nondestructive, fast and reliable evaluation of stress in laser
cladding coating under multi-factor coupling action. Based
on the results of multi-factor coupling experiment, the
kernel principal component analysis (PCA)[65] is used to
extract the multi-dimensional indexes (stress sensitivity,
separation organization effect, detection signal recognition,
probe layout convenience) that affect the testing effect. The
digital representation method of each dimension index is
defined, and its indication function to the feasibility of
detection method is inversed. Support vector machine
method is used to establish the prediction model of
optimum testing method.
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